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Demographic Transition in Sri Lanka
NIMAL DANGALLE
Introduction
It has been a cu;toimary practice of students of the population history of
Europe and the countries settled by the Europeans to divide the demographic
evolution of those lands into vasiol~sstages (see Eandry, 1934; Thompson,
1929; Blacker, 1947). However, the 'modern demographic transition theory
was born almost in mature form in a paper written by Frank Notestein in 1945,
(Caldwell, 1976, p. 323). In his essay, Notestein has made an attempt to explain
how the variables of vital transition change over time from a high level to a
low level (Notestein, 1945). Until the middle of the 17th century, called thepretransitional period, both crude birth rate and crude death rate in the European
countries remained at a high level between 30 and 40 per thousand. The heavily
fluctuated death rates during this period have been attributed to disease,
hunger and war. At the same time, since survival was in doubt, parents tended
to have many children hoping that at least some of them will live to take care
of them (parents) in their old age. Eventually, the death rates began to decline.
According to Notestein, 'the whole process of modernization in Europe and
Europe overseas brought rising levels of living, new controls over disease and
reduce& mortality' (Notestein, 1945, p. 39). However, fertility was much less
responsive to the process of modernization and remained at a high level for a
few more decades, resulting in rapid population growth. As Notestei'n says,
'the reasons why fertility railed to decline with mortality are clear enough in
general terms. Any society having t o face the heavy mortality characteristic
of the pre-modern era ]nust have high fertility to survive. All sucl~societies are
therefore ingeniously arranged to obtain the required births. Their religious
doctrines, moral codcs, laws, education, community customs, marriage habits
and family orgatlizations are all formed towards maintainmg hlgh fertiliy"
(Notestein, 1945, p. 39). Eventually, in the latter half of the 19th century,
fertility also began to decline, thus slowing down thc rate of population growth.
Tlze decline in fertility was due to many factors like 'growing individualism'
and rising levels of population aspiratiovs developed in an urban industrial
society. 'In short, under the impact of urban life the social aim of perpetuating
the fanzily gave way progrt;ssively to that of promoting the health, education
and material welfare of the individual child' (Notestein, 1945, p. 40). In the
first half of the 20th century, a new phase in demographic evolution became
apparent. 'Both the crude birth rate and crude death rate reached a low level
and were relatively stable. The rate of natural increase in population was low
and the chief determinant of the size of population was crude birth rate. Most
of'the countries in E ~ ~ r o p
and
e countries like the USA, Canada, Australia and
New Zealand have reached this stage.

in pupulatiolr has been termed "the demographic
This tra~lsror~tlalioir
transition". 'We recognize four connected phases in this sequence. In the
first, or high stationary phase, both the birth and death rates are high.. .the
second, or early expanding phase, is characterised by a continuing high birth
rate but a fall in deathrates.. .the third, or late expanding phase, is characterised
by a stabilization of the death rate at a low level and a reduction in the birth
rate.. . the fourth, or low stationary phase, is a period when birth and death
rates have stabilized at a low level; consequently, the population is stationary'
(Haggett, 1972, pp. 159-60; see also Fig. I).
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The theory has received a varying response from an audience consisting
of students from a wide range of disciplines. Some of them have criticized
the theory severely. Most of the writers, however, agree ,with the fact that
'our interpretation of past population movements and our expectatioils about
future trends rest primarily on a body of observations and explanations known
as 'demographic transition theory' (Caldwell, 1976, p. 321). In this essay,
an attempt will be made to examine the demographic evolution of Sri Lanka
within the framework of the theory.
The Case of Sri Laaka

Sri Lanka is au island of 65,610ktn2 located south of the Itidiajl subcontinent. According to the Census of Population 1981, there were 14.8
million people in the island and the population was growi~lgat a rate of 1.7
per cent per annum. As is the case of many develop~ng coiintries
the economy of the island depends considerably on the export trade of a few
prinzary agricultural products. Three major crops (tea, rubber and coconut)
accounted for about 52 per cent of the total export earnings in 198 1 (Ccniral
Bank, 1981). Rice, however, is the single crop with the largest extent under
cultivation. I t is also the major crop in domestic agriculture and successive
governments have made self-sufficiency in rice production a major goal of
state policy (see AgricultusaP. Plan 1958 (1959); The Ten Year Plat1 1959-69
(1959); Agricultural DevePoprnent Proposals 1966-70 (1966); The Five
Year Plan 1972-76 (197 1). However, self-sufficiency in rice production js
yst to come and a recent study by the present author revealed that in tlze late
11970s farmers in Sri Lanka were able to produce 85 per cent of the island's
requirements of rice (Dangalle, 1980). The manufacturing industry, still in its
infancy, accounts for only a bare 14 per cent of the Gross National Product
(Central Bank, 1981).
Sri Lanka has often been cited as a veritable demographic laboratoly due
largely to a dramatic decline in the crude death rate which occurred in just one
year (1946-47), an impressive performance in all demographic history (see,
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Tauebcr, 1949; Davis, 1956; Fsederichen, 1960). M o ~ erecently, however,
demographers and others have begun to focus their attention more on the
subsequent behaviour of birth rate (Fredericksen, 1966; Wright, 1968; 1970;
Jayawszrdene, 1970; Fernando, 1972; 1975; 1976). This article may be
considered as an attcmpt to summarize the available literature on both mortality and fertility behaviour in Sri Lanka during the past one hundred years.
Fig. 2 shows the crude birth. rate and crude death rate in Sri Lanka since
1874. Apparently, the behaviour of these rates up to the 1920s portray a
situation that has beell described as the high stationary phase of the domographic
evolution. En other words, the variables of natural increase in the population
of the island during this period displayed the characteristics which are commonly
seen in pre-transitional societies i n other parts of the world.
The High Stationary Phase

As can be seen from Fig. 2 the crude deatb rate in Sri Eanka showed a
highly fluctuating but increasing trend during this period. As expected, the
crude death rate was accompanied by a crude birth rate of a similar pattern.
As was/is the case in almost all pre-transitional societies, the size of the population in Sri Lanka during this period was dotermined mainly by the behaviour
of mortality. Due to poor sanitation and health conditions, low levels of
living and non-availabliity of an efficient medical service network, mortality
remained at a high level. Leonard Woolf, the civil servant-writer of the
colonial Ceylon in his classic-The Village In The Jurzgle has portrayed very
vividly the llfe of the poverty-stricken peasantry of Sri Lanka during that
period. Woolf wrote: 'the villagers lived upon debt, and their debts were the
main topic of their conversation. A kurakkan crop, from two to four acres
of chena, would be sufficient to support a family for a year. But no one, not
even the headman, ever enjoyed the full crop which he had reaped. At the
time of reaping, a band of strangers from the little town of Kamburupitiya,
thirty miles away, would come into the village. . .and the strangers left the
village, their carts loaded with pumpkins, sacks of grain and.. .' [Woolf, 1913
( 1 974 ed) pp. 16-17]. To quote him again: 'The year of the great rains and
rice and plenty was followed by a year of scarcity and sickness. For four
months, from June to October, the sun beat down from a cloudless sky. The
great wind i'orn the southwest failed at last, but even then the rain did not come,
and the withering heat lay still and heavy over the jungle. The little puddles
thick with mud in the tank, which supplied the village with water, dried up,
and the women had to go daily, four miles to fetch water from an abandoned
tank in the jungle.. .Then, when i t was too late to save the crops, the rains came,
and with them sickness. Want had already begun to be felt by bodies weakened
by the long drought, and fever and dysentery swept over the country' (Woolf,
1913 pp. 135-136).
The state of the medical services in a. large part of the island during this
period, as shown by Meegama, was poor and unfortunate and those members
of the legislature who represented the local community were continuously
agitating against the colonial government's negligence and discrimination
(Meegama, 1969).
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Thus, mortality remained at a high level. Also, as can be seen fiom Fig. 2,
i t fluctuated heavily. These fluctuations reflected the diseases and natural

disasters which were common in this period. 'Prior to 1900 cholera was
responsible for a significant number of deaths. For instance, in 1891, as
many as 39.22 deaths per thousand were caused by cholera alone. Typhoid
continued to be a significant killer till some time later ~.ndin 1901 caused as
much as 19.61 deaths per thousand' (Sandaratne, 1975, p. 160).
As mentioned earlier, fertility also remained at a highlevel. High fertility
in pre-transitional societies has been a popuh- topic among demogtaphers and
they have given various explanations for this behaviour. According to some
of them, as has been already mentioned, children in these societies are considered
as some sort of social insurance against the old age ofparents. Even in modern
Sri Lanka, it is not strange to see parents depending heavily on their children.
Children satisfy their parents in many other ways. 'They increase the
sizo of the security system and of the co-operating group in kss serious situations; they increase the number of close allies in the political contest in the
traditional political system in which success is d-ueto the ability to tap more or
better community resources; they increase the number of relatives who can
attend family ceremonies and hence magnify one's social importance and sheer
consumption pleasure' (Caldwell, 1976, p. 340).

T& decline in fertility in transitional societies has been largely attributed
to the increasing roles played by women in economic activities and social life.
On the contrary, women in pre-transitional societies were hardly involved in the
decision-making; instead, they played a subordinate role. As Wijesekere
observes: 5n the matter of sexual gratification the wife is dependant entirely
on the will and pleasure of the husband. The obvious result is large families'
(Wijesekere, 1949, p. 107).
Although large families were considered a societal 'necessity, children's
survival was in doubt due to many reasons. Thus, parents were induced to
have many children, hoping at least one of them will survive to adulthood.

As a result of the interactio~~
of high rates of birth and death, population
remained at a low level of equilibrium. The natural increase in population
with such a highly fluctuating pattern never exceeded an annual rate of 1.5
per cent. On the contrary, there wele a few years like 1877, 1878, 1889 and
1919, when an absolute decline in population was recorded.
Phase IIof the Transition
Some wiiters on the demography of Sri Lanka look upon the year 1944
as the "bginning of the second phase of the demographic evolution of the
island (see Sandar atne, 1975). The impressive decline in the crude death rate by
29.2 per cent from 19.8 per thousand in 1946 to 14.0 per thonsand in ille following year appears lo be the deciding factor behind the selection. As can
be seen from Fig. 2, however, the onset of the decline in crude death rate of
the island began very much earlier. According to Meegama, 'the fall in the
death rate between 1946 and 1947 obscures the fact that between 1937 and
1942 death rates lzad already fallen substantially.. to levels not attained before'
(Meegama, 1967, p. 226). He wrote: 'the demographers who restrict their

.

attention to the decliime after 1946 usually overlook the earlier decline because
of the rise in the death rate once again in the years 1943-46' (Meegama, 1967,
p, 226). In a paper on the effects of malaria control on mortality levels in
the island, Gray says that 'the death rate declined gradually prior to 1945,
with the exception of 1935, which was a year of peak mortality associated with
a massive malaria epidemic' (Gray, 1974, p. 205). Participating in the debate
on the effects of malaria control on the island's mortality levels, Newman also
identified the decline in crude death rate prior to 1945 (Newman, 1969).
Placement of the onset of declining death rates well before the commencement
of Wolld War 2 may shed new light on the debate of the effects of the malaria
eradication campaign on mortality in Sri Lanka.
According to Meegama the decline in crude death rate in the isEand began
in the late 1930s and it was mainly due to the work carried out by the Medical
Department (Meegama, 1967). However, Fredericksen observed that '...
the death rate (all causes) of Cej~lolrhad been displaying a downward trend
at least since 1905' (Fredericksen, 1960, p. 865). Nevertheless, it is apparent
from Fig. 3 that the crude death rate did not show any definite trend of decline
as such, before World War I . Om the ohher hand, however, it did show a
declining trend well before the 1930s.
As Fig. 3 shows, the crude death rate in Sri Lanka had been declining since
the early 1920s. It also shows that the crude birth rate remained at a high
level during this period. As a result, the rate of natural increase in population
showed an upward trend. In the early 31950s, however, the crude birth rate
also began to show signs of decline and this enables us to divide phase 2 of
the demographic transition in Sri Lanka into two sub-periods, viz. the Early
Expanding Phase and the Late Expanding Phase.
Early Expanding Phase 1925-early 1950s
During this period the crude death rate in Sri Lanka displayed re definite
trend of decline. Registering a fall of 51.2 per cent it decreased from 24.2
per thousand in 1925 to 11.8 per thousand in 1952. However, apart from minor
fluctuations, there was hardly any decline in the crude birth rate. Tlle overall
picture therefore, was one of steadily declining crude death rate, with crude
birth rate remaining more or less static at a high level.
The result was a rapid increase ill population. Within this short period,
the total population in Sri Lanka nearly doubled from 4.8 million in 1925
to 8.0 million by 1952. Between the 1740s and 1880, England and Wales
also experienced such a situation. During this period the population in
England and Wales rose fiom 6 million to 25 million: a fourfold Increase
(Hornby and Jones, 1980). However, the annual rate of increase was much
greater in the case of Sri Lanka, being nearly 2 per cent compared to that of
1 per cent in England and Wales. Rapid growth of population within a very
short period due to the widening gap between vital rates has been the experience
of many other Asian countries like the Philippines and Thailand (see United
Nations, 1973 ; United Nations, 1978; Arnold, Retherford and Wanglee, 1977).
Thus, although there is a similarity between developed and developing countries
in terms of the behavioural pattern of vital rates, the fall in the death rate was
much quicker and the natural increase in population was more rapid in the
developing countries than in developed countries.

It is apparent from Fig. 2, that dming this phase the decrding factor of the
size of pop:~Iation In the island was the declining death rate. As has already
been mentioned, however, the rapid decl~neIn crude death rate that took place
nn the year 1946-47 has cpvcrshadowed the declille In the previous period.
As a result, most writers 0x1 mortality trends in Sri kaaka have focuqed their
attention only on t h e post-I944 pcalod (see Newman, 1969; 1970; Gray, 1974)
thus leaving tire decl!ne in crude death rate in the pra-1946 period largely
unexplained. Accsrdirlg to one writes, however, the decline in crude death
rate dur~ngthis period was mzivmly due to the improvements in pt~blichealth
services and dietary conditions (Fredermcl:sen, 1961).

Emphas17ingthe war Is ofthe Medical Department in the late 1930s Meegama wrote :. .."the chain of ewtsts Eeadlng to a change.. .was set into being by
the constitutional I eforms of 1931, under which self-government in domestic
affairswas granted to the colony...Thus in domestic affairs the power of policy
making was transferred rr'l-camthe coEonial bureaucracy to men who were held
to account by the mass of the people. Governmental policies which earlier
had led to a large regronal bias because of' being geared towards the satisfaction
of the interests of the planters and other privileged sections of the community,
had now to face elecloral prossrlras froin all classes and parts of the country ...
These developmenis were fell 011 at ma~orscale in the field of medical policy
only in the 1930s.. .'" (Mcegama, 1969, p. 291).
Although llze crude death rate in Sri kanlca was declining since the mid1920s, the effects of' malaria eradication in the late 1940s, on mortality levels
cannot be overlooked. The 29.3 per cent decline in the crude death rate in the
year 1946-47 has, however, led nlany writers to inflate the effects of malaria
eradication on mortality. CwUurnIPine (1950), Abhaysratne (1950), Newman
(1965; 1969; 1971) alrd the Department of Census and Statistics of Sri Lanka
(1974) regard malaria eradication as the major factor responsible for the postwar decline in mortality in the islaad. According to Newman, '4.2 points
(or 41.6 per cent) of the fall in average CDR from 1930-45 to 1946-60 could
be attributed to ...the effect of lnalarire eradication, a conclusion closely in
accord with that reached by Coale and Hoover' (Newman, 1969, p. 285).
Fredelicksetr, I~owcver,completely discarded the view that the post-war
decline in the crude death rate i a ~Sri Lanka was due to malaria control. To
quote Fredericksen, ..the dramatic post-war decline in the death rate in Ceylon
may have seemed to coincide in time ivK th the extension of the residual spraying
of insecticides. But there was no srrck coinadencc in place between the rednceEon in mortality and Bhc sxiensio~so f malaria control' (Fredericksen, 1970,
g. 1 1 I). As he points out, only about half ofche total population of Sri Lanka
at that time lived in &&remalitrise-sh icken areas and was protected by DDT
spraying. Furtl~ermore,at the time BDT sprayingwas beingintroduced, only
about half of the reduction in the number of deaths took place in thc malarial
arca. If Ne~rrnan'sview that 42 per cent of the post-war decline in crxde
death rate in Sri I.aanka, was due to malaria eradication is accepted, wc arc led
to believe that a11 or- most of the reduction in mortality in the malarial areas
were due to DDT spraying (Fredericksen, 1970). Even the selection of the
year 1946-7 for a di.;cnssican of the fall in mrtality has been criticized by
Fre$ericksen. 'A semi-logarithmic plot of the dezth rates for Ihc quarters
of the years since the great drought in 1935,tlzrorrgh 1957, ir-rdic.te lhst a fairly
constant rate of decilne in the qnastesly death rates, with a wartime interruption
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of the dow~trendand a post-war return to the pre-war downtrend. It seems
the wartime rise in mortality, rather than post-war decline, may have been the
notable event' (Fredericksen, 1961, p. 662).
Another critic of Newman's hypothesis is Meegama. His criticism was
mainly amed at Newman's regression model which was used to detect the
relationship between crude death rate and prevalence of malaria. Newman's
regression model can be re-written sixnply as follows:
where,

Y = a t.bx
Y = the difference between the average crude rate of
natural increase in 1930-45 and that in 1946-60
in each distr~ct
x = index of malaria prevalence in the district before
erad iicat ion
a
index of the autonomous decline in mortality due
to faclors other than malaria. It was assumed that
'a' was the same for all districts.

-

According to Meegalna, 'the ddifficul ty with Newman's regression model
is that it is based on an erroneous assumption which makes 'aa',the autonomous
rise in the CRNI, to be equal for each district, for this ignores the wide variation
in the levels of the health services between each district before 1945 and the
different effects which would have had oil their mortality levels' (Meegama,
1967, p. 209). As Meegama says, i~nprovementsin public health services
played a vital role in the reduction of nlortality in the post-war period.
As we have seen, much has been written on the declilte in crude death rate
In a s~ngleyear. In fact, a question may be raised of the rationality in the
selection of one year for such an analysis. As mentioned earlier, the fall in the
crude death rate was already taking place in the mid-1920s. As Fredericksen
correctly pointed out, attention must be focused not only on the sudden decline
in death rate, but also on the sporadic uprisings in the declining death rate. It
is true that the crude death rate fell by 29.2 per cent from 19.8 per thousand in
1946 to 14.0 per thousand in 1947. At the same time, however, it should be
noted that the death rate had risen to a high level by 1946 from a relatively
low level in the pre-1946 period.

It niay be seen from Fig. 3 that the death rate in Sri Lanka had been
declining well before the World War 2 period. Improvements in public
health servicas, sanitation and the level of living accounted for that decline.
In the course of the decline the death rate rose mainly on two occasions.
The rise in 1935 was caused by a disastrous drought, associated with an
acute food shortage. The second rise took place during the World War 2
period. Then, it was followed by the malaria epidemic. The massive campaign of DDT spraying nearly eradicated malaria and brought the crude dcath
rate onto the declining path again.
During the early expanding phase, the crude birth rate did not follow the
declining crude death rate; instead, it remained at a high level with ainor
fluctuations. An early expailding phase, with a high birth rate and a rapidly
declining death rate is common to all less developed countries which bave
experienced a high rate of mortality in the immediate past.

Late Expanding Phase
As shown in the demographia; kravssiiion moie!, declining birth rate is the
ranc&jorcharacteristic of the late expanding period. The crude d.eath rate in
this period, On the other hand, shows signs of stabilization, at a low bvel.
Hence, the deciding factor of the size of population in this period, in coiltrast
to the previous period, is thi: birth rate. This typical pattern of behaviour
of the vital rates, however, ca.nnst a.lwdys be ideiltifiedevm.among the countries
in the West I-Iornby and Jones, for instance, describing stage 3 of the
de~ograghicevolutiot~in Eng1:md and Wales, noted that 'death -.?:tes fell
steeply far much of tho period' (Hornby a17.d Jones, 1980, p. 57). I t is apparent
fi-orn Fig. 3, which shows 5-year movii~gaverages of birth and dc?estiirates in
Si.i Lanl.:a ciuring the perisrl 1874-1979, tIiat crilde birth rate began to show
signs of decline in the early 1950s (see also, Department of Census and Statistics,
B97.3; %'riglit, 1968; 1970). Meanwl~ile,the crude death rate, continued to
clecline further.
Between 1952 and 1979, the crrrde birth rate in Sri Lanka rogistcred 2.
decli~:e of 26.0 pcz cent (from 38.8 pcr thousand in 1952 to 28.7 per thousand
in 1979) at an average rate of 1.1 per ccnt, pcr aiwrn. The rate cvf decline
hovvevcr, is not evenly distribtited over thc period. During the inter-censa.l
period 1953-63, the crud:: bistlr rxte irr the island recordeed a decline of 11.4)
per cent with an a x r a g e rate of 1.3 per cent per annum. The continuity
In the decline, however, was in'cci.r~p"bcdby flilnciuatiorzs almost from year to
year. During the next ~pciiod 1943-74, the birth rate sI~oweda relatively continuous decline. Between the two yczrs it fell by 19.4 per ceilt at a n average
rate o f 2.0 per cent, per arxnum. In 1975, however, the birth rate recorded ari
increase of P .h) per cent over the previous ~~epear-,
and since then it has beec inc:-easing. 111fact, between 1977 and 1979, it registered an increase of 4.4 per cent
(see Table 1).
The fall in the crude birth rate in Sri Lznka since the mid-1950s hns been
attributed mainly to the following factors:
1. Changes in the age structure of the population
2. Clia~igesin the marriage rate
3. Changing age at marriage, and
4. Changes in fertility
TABLE 1
Sri Lnnka
Birth
Rate 1 B 2 - 9979
Crude
--CBR
38.5

.---Y e a ~
1952
1955
1954
1955
1956

38.7

35.7
37.3
36.4

1957
1958

36.5
35.8

1958

37.0
36.6

r seo

1961
1962

35.8
35.5

t963

34..I
33.2

1964

1965
--.

---8 966

. ..--

33.1
32.3

Year

CBP<

-0.2
-7.7
4.4
-2.4
0 .7.
-1.9

1967
1968
1969
t970

31.6
32.0
30.4
29.4
30.1

3.3
-1 ,t,)
-2.1
-0.8
-3 .9
-2.6
-0.3
-2.4

1973
974

%Chairge

1971

1972

29.7
27.8

e/oClrungc

I -2
-5 .O
-3.2
2.3

-1.3
4.3
-1 .O
1.0

1976

27.5
27.8
27.8

1977

27.9

1978

28.4

1.7

1979

28.7

0.3

19'15

a .o
0.3

-2.1
Socru~ce; Registrar General's Ofico.

Rlemographic Transition in Sri Lanka
M m y writers are of the opinion that the & d i n e ir. the crude birth rate
Sri kanka in the 1950s was not due to a fall in fertility. To quote Wright,
'-..,lsll the dcciine of the crude birth rate between 1953-63 was attributable t~
population factors rather than fet tility dedine' (Wright, 1968, p. 750). Accordling to Table 2, i l ~ cGcnera1 Ferlillly Kztc (i.e. the nulilbcr of births per thousand
wornell in the child-beat ing age of 15-44 years) rcported a decline of 1 1 per cent
from 189.3 lu 1953 to 168.8 in 1363. At the same time, the Total Fertility
Rake (i.,. tile averagc number of children thatwould be born alive to a woman
during Ecr I~fetime,if' she was to pass through her child-bearing years, confirming to tile age specific fertility sates of a given year) also registered a decline
In

of 5.3 per ccr~t.

Fig. 4

Age Speclflc Fortilify Rot e s

-

1953 1963.

As Fig. 4 shows, except for the age groups of 35-39 and 40-44 years the
decline in birth rate was commor? to all o:.:icr age groups. A decline in the
age specific fertiqity rates however, does s o t necessarily imply a fall in fertility. In the cornp.utalionof agc specific fertility rates all wornell in the respective

age groups have been taken into account. In other words, the denominator
includes all women in the reproductive age irrespective of theit nuptial
status. There is a wide opportunity therefore, for age specific fertility rates
to be affected by changes in nuptial status.

TABLE 2
Sri L,anka
Age Specific Fertility Rates 1953

- 1963
---

-

Age Group
(vearsl

1953

1963

% Change
195343

--GFR
TFR

Source: Census of Population 1971, Sri Lanka, General Report (1978).
The fact that the decline in birth rate during the 1950s was resulted by
factors other than a fall in fertility is also suggestive in the following table which
shows age specific marital fertility rates in Sri Lanka i n the same period. As
Table 3 and Fig. 5 show, except in the age groups of 15-19 and 40-44, fertility
of all married women in the reproductive age has remained almost unchanged.
It should be noted that approximately 80 per cent of all annual births in Sri
Lanka occur to women in the age group of 20-39 years. During the period under
discussion this most fertile group of women have shown a slight increase in their
fertility. Because of this behaviour of marital fertility the fall in the birth rate
in Sri Lanka during the inter-censal period 1953-63 has been attributed to
factors other than fertility, namely, structural changes in population and socioeconomic changes.
TABLE 3
Sai Lankn
Age Specific Marital Fertility Rates 1953-63
----..

P
A

Age Group
-----

1963

288
394
339
280
174
47
9

354
396
344
270
175
53

(.years1
15-1 9

28-24
25-29
38-34
35-39
4044

45-49
-.

1953

8

% change
1953-63
22.9
0.5
1.5
-3.6
0.6
12.8
-11.1

.-

-

Source: Census of Population 1971, Sri Lanka, General Report (1978).
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The age structure of the female population in Sri Lanka by 1953, to a
greater extent, had been shaped by the malaria epidemic of 1935 and influenza
epidemic s f 1918-2.3. Of greater significance was the impact of the malaria
epidemic on the size ofthe female population aged 15-19 years(by 1953) which
passed its main child bearing period-during the decade 1953-63. In 1953,
women in the age group 15-19 years constituted 4.1 per cent of the total population compared to 4.3 per cent inn 1946. Clearly, the small size of the cohort
of women aged 15-19 years (by 1953) and of the group 30-34 years (affected
by the influenza epidemic of the 1920s) would have tended to reduce the crude
birth rate during the period (Wright, 1968)Among the socio-economic factors that affected the birth rate in the
island in the 1950s, the declining proportions of women entering the marital
union deserve attention. In an analysis of fertility change in Sri Lanka during
the petiod 11953-63, Wright shows that the marliage rate had declined by 18.1
per cent from 8.8 in 1953 to 7.2 per thousand population in 1963 (Wright,
P 968).
Birth

Rate per thousand

Fig-5 Age Specific

Marital Ferlility Rates

1953-1963.

NimaJ Dangalle

TABLE 4

SrJ Lanka
&apn?iiozt

0
1
r

Women Cwremtly M%mP.ied(@EM)

reand Never Married

(NM)

iu 1953 and 1963

A@ G ~ Q-"~ P
C Y ~ Q P ~ ) 1953

@M
1963

NM

% change

1953

-

1963

---.% change

It i s appareirt from Table 4, that the decline In the proportion of currently
matried women in the younger age groups of 15-19, 20-24 and 25-29 years
was substantia1. Wo~aenin the broad age ggrs~lpof 15-29 years represent a
rur'guigcarrt portion of the female papula,ilion tvho are in thcir peak reproductise
period. The postponement of marriage by lhese vqomcn substantially limits
the 0ppo;lrsnitics for cknilcl-bcaring which results in reduced birth mtes (see
also never married C O I U ~inI 'Yablc 4 and Fig. 6).

The decline in the pproportion of currently married women (and the simultaneous increase in lilt proportion of vmrnci: never marfied) in the early years
of the child-bearing span has, to soine extent, been attributed to the nonavailability wf sui.table pa~tners. In Sri kanka, it is customary for women to
marry rncn who are five years older than themselves (Fernalldo, 1976). Based
on tizis assuznption, Tabb 5 attempts to show the a~~ilability
of men at various
mlrriageable age groups in selz.tion to women five years youngcr to them at the
censuses of 1953 and 1963. As it shows, except for women in the age group
38-34 years, in aXI other instances there was a scarcity of men by 1963, This
anay have had an effect on the decline in the proportion of currently married
women and increase in the pmsportion of 'never married' women-a veritable
marriage squeeze (see Fig. 7).

*/e

1

+

..

Fig. 7. Sri Lanka, percentage change in
wsmen never married, 1953-1963.
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TABLE 5
Srii L&a
Males lpcr 108 Females at Various
Marriageable Age Groups in 11953 and 1%3

--

Age G I . O L (years)
L~S

M 20-24
F 15-19
M 25-29
F 20-24
M 30-34
F 25-29
M 35-39
F 30-34
hi 4 0 4 4
F 35-39
M 2044

---

--1953

1963

116.4

88.4

99.7

85.1

84.5

95.9

124.1

109.2

86.5

83.4

101.7

91.2
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Table 4 indirectly ,shows that women's age at first marriage during the
mter-censal period 1953-63, had risen. In 1953, for instance, 23.7 per cent of
women in the age group 15-19 years reported as 'currently married'. By
1963, however, only 114.8per cent of the same age group were 'currently married'.
This indicates a postponement of marriage by women in younger age groups.
The delaying of marriage, or in other words, the rising age at first marriage,
is evident in Fig. 8 also. It should be noted that the average ageat first marriage,
to some extent, has been affected by the registration of the long-standing
customary unions. Although there may be a truth in this statement, Fig. 8
clearly shows an increase in the age af women at their first marriage that shor+
.
tened the child-bearing period.

fig, 8 Sri Lanka, Average age of women at first marrbg~:
at various Census Years.

Sri &a&
Age Spwifie PertilflQ Rade4;--1963, 1871, 1974

,%ge Group
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1971

J 974
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----- --- ---

--...-

-- -

*--

---

-

-

I

% charzge

-

&vears)

^

1963-72

1963-74

-.

__

-1971-7.4
---

_------

Census of Population, Ceylon, 1963 and 1971; WFS-SL 1975 (19713).

There has been a marked dedisae in tlxe nude birth rate during the decde
commencing in the 1960s (see Figs. 2 and 3). The decline is dso evident in
Table 6 which shows Age Specific Fbrtility Rates in Sri Lanka, in tho years
g963, 11971 and 1974, During the period 1963-71, tho Total FcrtilIty Ratc
fl1PIFR) showed an impressive decline of 16.3 per cent compared to that of 5.3
per cent during the previous inter-censal period. T b decline in TFR
between 1963 and 1974, laowever, was 33.5 per cent, suggesting n more rapid
decrease in the early 1970s. As the Table sfiows, betwcen 1971 and 1974,
the TFR fell by 20.6 per anat. Also, unlike in the previous inter-censal period
she decrease in birth rate was found to be common anlorlg women in all a g
groups (Fig. 9).
As described previously, a decli~jeJtx birth rate may occur due to 6:hanges
in the age structure ofthe population. The age structure of the female population in Sri Eanka in the L96Os, in W.ct, was more Wvour.sb!e toward a. h i p ?

birth rate. TO quote Wright?' * . he@~t.tse
of lr i-agd &crease in infant and cizild
mortality in Ceylon after 6.tV~i.ld
Wrrr 2, and possibly an increasing birth rate,
thi: proportion of women 19-49 i r ~ths population began to expznd in the
11960s. Especially notowortby is ishe higher propcrtior~of w o ~ e n i ntire younger
ages of this age group compar~dwith previous years ...' (Wright, 1910, g. 70).
: X;I 1974, thi: proportion of wo~xc;:~
i~ the reprod-c:seiveage (15-44) to the tot31
gc~pdrlarionwas 23.7 per cent ci>~nparei!n
to tl~ztof 22.3 pcr c m t in 1963, an
increase of 6.3 per cent. Thus, it is diEcult to attribxite the decline in birth
rate during the period 1963-74 to changes in the age sttructme of the female
population. On the contrary, as the Department of Census; and Statistics
. , ; shows,the agc.structurq of the female population was rcsponsibie for an increase
in the crude birth rate during the period 1963-71 (Census and Statistics, 1974;
see also W S - S L , 5975),
,

Fig.9 Age Specific -,~b<t;r#!f'~ates
+~1,9G3,1971
& 197'.
What were the fzctors respo~lsibiefor the decline in "olrth rate durirlg the
1960s ? According to Ferua~do,'. .cha~lgesin the proportion of women marrying was the most sigilifica~.~t
factor conti.ibuting to tile decline of the birth rate
dui.ing tile periods 1963-70 and 1963-71 ...' (Fernando, 1976, p. 37; see also,
WFS-SL (1978); Depastmcnt of Cezslzs m d Statistics, F974). Tabie 7 shows
thc crnrrcnt i-i.ij.i'ital status of women in S;ri Lsi~kabqr ~-'L~cE;Trgc g r o u p in
thz ycars 1963, 1971 arld 1975. Tizc deciine i i ~the proportion of woxxlea
currently married can be seen in nImost every age group. Of morc signi.ficance,
howcvcr, was tfrc declisie in tlx: yocn,yer a,ge groups who urcrc in their pcak
child-baaring period (scc Fig. 10). As the 'rabie shows, olily 73.5 per cent of
women in thc age grokp 25-29 years wcrc cmrectly married in 1971 cor;:parcd
to that of 81.0 per cent in 1963. Tile World Fertility Survey of Sri Lanka,
too, confirmed the trend of postponement of marriage by S:i Lankan women,
especially the young, aged between 15-29 years. According to the Survey,
only 65 per cent oh' w o m a in the abovc mentioned age group (25-29) had
entered the marital union in 1975. Zi should be noted that of the female
population aged 15-48 years, nearly 60 pcr ccnt belonged to the age group
19-29 years.
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TABLE 7
Sri Laoka
Proportion of Women Currently Married, 1953,1971 and la75
Age Group
(years)

1963

1971

1975

1963-71

% change
1963-75

1971-75

Source: Census of Population 1963; Census of ~ o ~ u l a t i 1971;
in
World Fertility Survey of Sri Lanka (1978).

I n evaluating the effects of the decline in proportions of young women
entering the marital union on birth rate, two factors should be taken into
account. First, the majority of women in Sri Lanka enter the marital union
between age 20 and 30 years (the median age of Sri Lankan women at their
first marriage, acco~dil~g
to the Fe~tilitySurvey of Sri Lanka, was 23.9 years
in 1975). Second, is the fact that -over 80 per cent of the island's annual births
occur to women in the age group 20-39 years. In 1971, for instance, 92.5
per cent of the total regjstered births occurred to women aged between 20 and
39 years (the corxesponding figule for 1975 was 92.4 per cent). It is clea~,
therefore, that a decline in the proportion of women marrying in this highly
fertile age groups would certainly depress the birth rate (in Sri Lanka, births
outside wedlock are not common and considered anti-social).
The apparent decline in the proportions of women, noticeably the
young, entering the marital union has been attributed to a wide range of
factors that jointly indicate a rise in social status of women in the count~y.
One such factor is education. Among a host of other factors, the creation of
the Second Faculty of Arts of the University of Ceylon in Colombo in 1963
and the replactment of Higher School Certificate Examination with Gcneral
Certificate of Education - Advanced Level Examinat~onin 1964, to a considerable extent, widened the oppol.tunitjes for higher education in general.
At the same time, Vidyalankara and Vidyodaya Universities made a valuable
contribution to the higher education of females In this country by accepting
women as internal undergraduates.
The increasing number of women seeking employment to some extent,
has been responsible for the rise in agf at mariiagc. Although the number of
employed women as apercentageof the total employed population is still low,
there has been an increase in the female participation rates in the recent past.
As has been observed by Karunatilake, '.....the level of female participation

Pig. 10 Peasentage in the proportiorm of currently married women 1963 Sr1973.

in the ilabous faeascc has risen considexably in the age goups betwccn 28-34
years; the sharpest increasz takiug p!xe bct~veen1953 aad 1973.....ne most
remarlcable feature is a very sharp Increase in the labour force participation of women in the agc gro~rp20-24 years, which implies that large numbers
of the educated young wo::ien "nae come onto ~a5ou:market' (Karranztilake,
1980. p. 16).
The nod-availabtlir y of wit~.:.blepa~tncrsdso has m;ido its co~ltributionto
rhe decline in propo:.lion sf women marrying within popular a g groups. It
can be seer1 &on? Tablc 8 that there had bscn ascarcity of men 'avai1xh!e for
maxriage' in the important age groups like 25-29 a d 30-34 years indicating
a seiious barsiage sqe?cezeq(Fig. 11).

Makes p c d Q b ) FernaWe~at sariolras mrnriag;~:tbkage grr~nps: 1963 and Iqll

-

G P
~ --.- -- -1963
- -Age
.- -- -O- ----.M
28-24
-88.2
&: 15-19

-

-

--.

1971
-- 90.6

Soztrce: Fernando, 1975.

The oebcr factor taspofisibl..; for il?e f3,l.l in birth rate in t11c 19C0s was tire
dedij;ie in fci.t121ty i.k:clf (W~.igl~t,
1Pt;C; H;crr:ar,do, 1976; 'CVFS-SL, 1978).
Tablo 9 shows thc age specific marital fertility rates in Sri Lanka in tlrc years
1963, 1971 R I I ~1974,. Acoordirlg to the Table, births occm-rcd to n:a?-ricd
vqorz~onEn Sri X,anka has cicclincd eonsi0e;a'oIy during tkc ~ci.iod 1963-74.
Oi"mo:o sigaifica.ncc,h o a ~ e v cwas
~ , the dfclirie in fertility zrn0n.p yocng women
;iged 15-34 yenrs. Tilc VJorld Fertility Smvcy of Sri Lanka, too, has notcd tks
acceler:itcd dcclinc. in maritcil fertility in the carJy I97Gs. To quote the
Sufvoy, '...within marriage, the dceiinc has occured during ages 25-40, with
special collcentrcatioza an ages 25-35. The annual marita.1 fertility in this
rang<; appears t o have droppcd by 26 pcr cent bctwcen 1970 and 1974.
It is particularly noteworthy that the decline is highlighted in ages bclow
35' (\%IFS-SL, 1978; p. 98).

Sri Lanka
Age SpiGb: Marihl Fertility Bates 1963,lL971 and 1944

15-19

354

28-24
25-29
30-34

396
344
270
175
53
8

35-39
4044
45-49

- ---

339

352
402
316
232

2440

147

139

46

53

7

7

357
189

7.3
1.5
- 8.1
-14.1
-16.0
-13.2
-12.5

- 4.2

-11.2
-11.1

-30.2

-24.0
-18.5

-9.8

-20.8

-20.5
0.0
-12.5

- 5.4

15.2
0.0

Sowce: &'ensus of Population, 1963; Census of Popniation 1971; World

Fertility Survey-Sri

Lanka, 1978.

Several writers have attempted to relate tho decline in marital fertility
to the Family Planning P~sgrammethat gained momchtum in the late 1461)s
with a target bilth rate of 25 per thousand by 1975. According to Wright,
however, 'marital fertility decline clearly began before organized progt.a.mm0
efforts with the IUD, Pills, Sterilization and other methods Tiad much imp:ict'.
[Wright, 1970, p. 19). Nevertheless, the contribution of t l ~ cfamily plezlning
programme to the deditle in marital fertiKty cannot be overloolced. Accoiding
to the Fertility Survey, of the total number of cver-rnarri~xlwomcn i n the
island, 91 pcr conl had heard of cont r awptive methods. Allhaugh lhis IVZS a:
diglntly lower figure compared to 180 pcr cent knowledge of contracia?tiv4:
methods in some developing countries like Fiji and Costa Rim, the figure
for Sri Lanka was, indeed, much higher than in many of her neighboxring
countries. The percentages of ever-married women who knew about contraceptive methods in Nepal, Pakistan and Indonesia, for instance, were 22,
75 c~nd77 respectively. As the Fertility Survey revealed, women in Sri Lanka
%$owa favourable attitude towards family planning. As it says, 87 per cent
of currently nra~rriedwomen with has:kids (incluctins current prognaficks)
did not want any mare children (even in rural arms, the figore was fzirly Biz11
k i n g 85 per cent). In Bangladesh, only 52 per centof women I n the same category wanted no more children. Again, in SIi Lmka, 60 per cent of womenwith
two clljldren did not like the idea of having any more cl~ildrcn,accordintr;
to the Survey. Also, in terms of actual use of contraceptive methods, the
sitaatisn in Sri Lanka was encouraging. As the Survey rcvcaled, 41 per cc~le
of women exposed to child-bearhag (i.e. curicnt2y mz%-rid,ran-pregrtant
fecund wornon) had been using some ~ncthociof coatcaeep:ion--sieilization
being the widely practised technique.

'The number of new acceptors of family planni~lgs;rii;.cos durifig the
recent past has been increasing. In 1906, for instance, the numb.er of
acceptors of family planning services was 36,695 and this had risen to 95,.100
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by 1973. According to Fernalldo, changes in marital fertility have accounted
for 37 per cent of the decline in crude birth rate during 1963-71 and 'such
declines in age specific marital fertility as have occuried may be attributed to
contraceptive use within the National Family Planning Programme and outside
it' (Fernando, 1976, p. 41).
Since 1974, there has been an increase in the crude birth rate in Sri Lanka.
In 1979, according to data published by the Registrar General, the crude birth
rate in Sri Lanka was 28.7 per thousand compared to that of 27.5 per thousand
in 1974-an increase of 4.3 per cent. Of more significance, however, was the
continuity of the trend which is shown in Fig. 12.
An investigation into reasons underlying the apparent increase in crude
ts~rthrate, especially after a period of continuous decrease, wopld be of importance in many respects. Such an inquiry, however, is hampered by the non
availability of reliable and comparable data. The available data, on the other
hand, are mainly estimate?, and observations based on such data should be
interpreted with caution. An increase in crude birth rate can occur due.to
population factors (such as age structure.of the-population) as well as socioeconomic factors (affecting f e tjlity).
~
According.to the,estimates of mid-year
population of Sri Lanka, published by the Registrar General, there has been
hardly any change in the proportiorl of women in the reproductive age to the
total population during this period. In 1978, for eyaqple, women in the
reproductive age group constituted 23.8 per cent ofthe total population compared to that of 23.7 per cent in 1974. According to the Census of.Population
J 98 1, however, the PI oportion had risen to 25.5 pw cent. Jt should be n o t e ,
however, that the census figure. was only .aninflated estimate based on a 10
per cent sample, and the comparison of census data with those of the Registrar
General, therefore, should be done with extreme caution.

As previously mentioned, over 80 per cent of all annual births in Sri
kanka occur to women in the age group 20-39 years. However, there has
been hardly any noticeable change in the proportion.of this most fertile group
of wornen during the period under consideration. As the Registrar General's
estimates show, in 1974, women in the age group 20-39 years constituted 29.4
per cent of the total female population. By 1978, the proportion had risen
only by one decimal point (29.5 per cent).
As most of thc births in Sri La~akaoccur within man iage, the changes
in the proportion of women entering marital union, to a considerable extent,
affect the birth rate in the island. A comparison of data given in the two
Censuses would show a continuous decrease in the proportion of women
currently married in each age group. One who compares data of the two
Censuses of 1971 and 1981 might conclude that the crude birth rate in the
island during the late 1970s has increased in spite of the declining proportions
of women eutering the marital union. Howevel., an entirely different trend is
revealed when the relevant data of the Census of Population 1981 are compared
with those of the Fertility Survey of Sri Lanka. As can be seen fiom Table 10,
between 1975 and 1981 the proportion s f women currently married in every
age group except 30-34 years had increased, creating a favourable environment
for more babies.

,
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TABLE 10

Fraportiora of Women Currently Married
1371, 1945 and 1981
-.-

% change
AgeGroup
(years)

1971

1975

1981
1971-75

1971-81

1975-81

Source: Census of Population 1971;Census of Population 1981;World Fertility
Survey of Sri Lanka, 1978.

The same problem arises in the case of mean age of womcn at their first
marriage. A comparison of data given .in the Censuses of Population 1971
and 1981 would show an increase in the mean age of Sri Lankan women at
marriage over the period. When data given in the Fertility Survey OF
Sri Lanka are compared with those of Census of Population 1981, however, an
entirely different trend is revealed. The accuracy and dependability of any
interpretation of the demographic trends in the island in the late 1970s based
on the data given in the Fertility Survey and the Census of Population 1981,
therefore, depend essentially om the comparability of the data sources.
The other factor that contributes to an increase in birth rate is fertility
itself. Unfortunately, jt is difficult at the moment to obtain data on fertility
behaviour of women in Sri Lanka for the period after 1975. Once data are
available they would be of great assibtance in revealing the factors that caused
the inc~easein crude birth rate in Sri Lanka in the late 1970s.
In this essay, an attempt has bee12 made to identify and examine the basic
features of the ciemographic tlansiticra in Sri Eanka. As thc study reveals,
the country has almost completed Stage 2 of the transition. Pn the discussion of stage 1, attention was paid more on the declining death rate. The
decline in the birth rate characterized Stage 2. As pointed out, the down
trend in crude death rate began not in the year 1946-47 but in the mid 1920s.
In the 1950s, the crude birth rate also began to show signs of decline which
became more steady and rapid in the following decade. During the 1950s
population factors played a dominant role in biingillg the birth rate down.
Jn the latter part of the decline, socio-demographic factors like declining

Age

M.- Males

Groups

F. - Fmole r;

Fig. d l SPI kankn, M J e s per 100 Fem31es at various marriageable ages

Rafc per
lhoudond

1970

1971

1972
/

Fig. 12
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I973

1974

1975

Years

8976

1977

Lancia, Crude Birth Rate 89783'1979.

1976

19754
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proportions of women entering marriage played a major role. Also, the
decline in fertility itself, to a considerable extent, was responsible for the fall
in birth rate. According to many writers the decline in fertility in the West
was a result of the growing individualism associated with urbanization, modernization and economic advancement. In Sri Lanka, however, it was not modernization or economic development, but the lack of development, manifested in
rising levels of unemployment, low levels of living and otller economic hardships that induced couples to postpone marriage and ultimately to limit their
family size. At this point, it would be of relevance to reproduce the views of
George Hmmerwahar, formerly WHO adviser to the Government of Sri Lanka.
The decline in the propoltion of women entering marriage, according to
Immerwahar, was due to economic difficulties prevalent in the country at that
tune. Commenting on the relationship between economic backwardness and
F6:rtility behaviour, he wrote: 'better times might mean more marriages and
more babies among younger women', (quoted in Marshall, 1978 p. 9). A
similar view has been expressed by Alex Marshall, former UNFPA co-ordinaxor
ia Sri Lanka. According to Mar shall, 'the mystery is what will happsn if the
poverty side of the equation changes. Will Sri Lanka fertility rates continue
their decline towards European levels, or easing of economic stringency be
celebrated by a bumper crop of children? (Marshall, 1978 p. 7). Answers
to these questions have to be provided by detailed studies dealing with different
aspects of economic progress and fe~tility.Findings of such studies would be
of great assistance in identifying the underlying factors of the rise in crude
birth rate in the late 1970s, and also, they would be of much help in directing
the national family planning programme in the future.
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